* * * PUBLIC NOTICE * * *

STATE CONTRACTORS’ BOARD MEETING

DATE:  WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 2001
TIME:  8:00 AM
LOCATION:  BOARD ROOM
4220 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY, BLDG. D
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89119

PLEASE NOTE:  Agenda items may be taken out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the board and/or to aid in the effectiveness of the meeting other than those items posted with a specific date and time.

** ** ** AGENDA ** ** **

1. Call to Order - Kim Gregory, Chairman
   * Approval of the minutes of the April 24, and April 25, 2001 Board meetings

2. LEGISLATIVE DISCUSSION
   * Clarification of NRS 624.480, Recovery Fund
   * Legislative Summary Report - Measures that passed 1st House concerning State Contractors Board
     - Construction Defects -- AB 133 R1 and SB 516 R1
     - Bidder’s Preference -- AB 461 R1 and SB 63 R1
     - Open Meeting Law -- AB 479 and SB 329 R1
     - Contractors Board -- AB 620 R1
     - Budget Act Exemption -- AB 569
     - Residential Pools & Spas -- SB 216 R1
     - Prompt Pay -- SB 274 R1
     - Business Lic. And Taxes -- SB 380 R1
     - Boilers, elevators, pressure vessel -- SB 337 R1
     - Board Reporting -- SB 420 R1
     - Investigations & Discipline -- SB 513

EXECUTIVE SESSION
   * Unfinished Business 4/25/01
   * Financial Statements 3/31/01
   * Executive Officer’s Quarterly Report 3/31/01
   * Cash Disbursement and Transfer Journals 3/31/01
3. *Addison Inc., Lic. #27226 - DISCIPLINARY HEARING
   Steven Earl Vanmeetren, President

4. *Matthew A. Wellman – APPLICATION HEARING
   Matthew A. Wellman, Owner

5. *John R. Von Euw Const. Co. – APPLICATION HEARING
   John R. Von Euw, Owner

6. *Poolscapes, Inc. – APPLICATION HEARING
   Jeffrey T. Presley, President

7. *Ideal Construction – APPLICATION HEARING
   Dennis L. Fields, President

8. *Advanced Concrete Cutting, Lic #50165 – DISCIPLINARY HEARING
   John M. Zell, Owner

9. *C & D Plumbing, Lic #49198 – DISCIPLINARY HEARING
   Daniel P. Dunbar, President

    Anthony Gonzalez, President

11. *Leo’s Painting & Drywall – APPLICATION HEARING
    Leopoldo Vizcarra, Owner

    Harley E. Chapman, President

13. * Deserae General Contractor, Lic. 36998 - DISCIPLINARY HEARING (Continued from 3/20/01
    and 4/25/01)

14. * Allied Flooring Services, Lic. 41131, 35082, 49654, 40221 - DISCIPLINARY HEARING
    Javier Cardona, President

    Daniel Ezekiel Thompson, President

    * Professional Textiles Inc. dba Protex, Lic. Nos. 47403, 47402, 47401, & 42667 - DISCIPLINARY HEARING - DEFAULT ORDER Michael Nathaniel Lucchesi, President

    * Mirage Development Corp., License No. 46020 - DISCIPLINARY HEARING - DEFAULT ORDER, Genadi Chilkevitsh, President

    * K. Cornett Construction. License No. 38904 - DISCIPLINARY HEARING - DEFAULT ORDER
      Karen Toloise Cornett, Owner

16. ADVISORY OPINIONS:

    *Built On Integrity, Licensing requirements for design Build 1000 sq.ft. Climate control storage
building and installation of environmental equipment.

*Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority, License requirements for Installation of electrically operated roll-up door, saw cutting, etc.

*City of Las Vegas, License requirements for furnishing and installation of voice logging system upgrade at City detention facility.

*Bugica Landscaping and Excavation, Scope of work authorized by C-10 license.

*Clark County Department of Aviation, license requirement to subcontract with an electrical subcontractor.

17. *Applications (Closed meeting pursuant to NRS 241.030, list attached)

18. **Public Comment (Discussion Only)

19. *Adjournment

* Denotes items on which action may occur.
** Under the Public Comment agenda item, members of the general public may bring matters not appearing on this agenda to the attention of the board. The board may discuss the matters, but may not act on the matters at this meeting. If the board desires, the matters may be placed on a future agenda for action.

NOTICES POSTED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS
NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – LAS VEGAS
NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – RENO
LAS VEGAS CITY HALL
SAWYER STATE BUILDING
CLARK COUNTY LIBRARY

PLEASE NOTE:

1) Persons/facilities desiring copies of the board’s agenda must submit their request in writing every six months.

2) With regard to any board meeting, it is possible that an amended notice will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended notices will be posted in accordance with the Open Meeting Law: however, they will not be mailed to individuals on the board’s mailing list.

3) Members of the public who are disabled and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to notify the board office in writing at 4220 S. Maryland Parkway, Building D-800, Las Vegas, NV 89119 or by calling 486-1100 prior to the date of the meeting.
LAS VEGAS
BOARD DECISION
MAY 9, 2001

1. A A WET TEC, INC, RODNEY A RONNOW JR, PR; RODNEY A RONNOW JR, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, - BOARD DECISION

2. ALAMO ELECTRIC & FIRE ALARM INC, 49771, EDGARD TANOIS EL-SARGI, PRES; EDGARD TANOIS EL-SARGI, (PR/CMS); MAXIAO ABOULHOSN, (VP/TRADE); (RESIGNED 1/22/01), (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), F/S ON REVIEW, -BOARD DECISION

3. CABRERA CONSTRUCTION INC, DAVID PAUL CABRERA, PRES, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

4. CENTENNIAL LANDSCAPE, DANIEL LAWRENCE ZMUDA, OWN; DANIEL LAWRENCE ZMUDA, (OW/CMS/TRADE, (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, - RECONSIDERATION - BOARD DECISION

5. CREST RIDGE LLC, BRIAN EDWARD SPILSBURY, MEMBER; KEVIN JOHN SPILSBURY, MEMBER; KEVIN JOHN SPILSBURY, (ME/CMS/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION, RECONSIDERATION - BOARD DECISION - WAIVE TESTING

6. LONE STAR CO, 48534, MASSOUD PASBAKHSH, OWN; MASSOUD PASBAKHSH, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), F/S ON RENEWAL, -BOARD DECISION

7. PACIFIC CAPITAL SERVICE CORPORATION, PATRICK A PILAND, PRES; DANIEL P DONOVAN, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION, - BOARD DECISION

8. PACIFIC CAPITAL SERVICE CORPORATION, PATRICK A PILAND, PRES; DANIEL P DONOVAN, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (C-3-CARPENTRY), NEW APPLICATION, - BOARD DECISION

LAS VEGAS
NEW APPLICATIONS
MAY 9, 2001

9. ACTION EXCAVATING AND DEMOLITION INC, SCOTT EDWARD GUY, PRES; ROCCO ANTHONY PASQUARELLO, VP; SCOTT EDWARD GUY, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (A7,13-EXCAVATING & GRADING; WRECKING BUILDINGS), NEW APPLICATION

10. ANDERSON & WOOD CONSTRUCTION CO INC, RICHARD A ANDERSON, PRES; FRED S OLIVER, VP; RICHARD A ANDERSON, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (A13,15,17,18-WRECKING BUILDINGS; SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES; LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY; FARM IRRIGATION), NEW APPLICATION

11. ARCO ELECTRIC OF NEVADA INC, JAMES LOYDE GRANT, PRES; JAMES LOYDE GRANT, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, - NAME SIMILARITY
12. DESERT ROSE LANDSCAPE INC, ADAM MICHAEL GORDON, PR; ADAM MICHAEL GORDON, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

13. DUKE LANDSCAPING, ANDREW JOHN DELUCA, OWN; ANDREW JOHN DELUCA, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

14. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS INTEGRATION INC, VICTOR S VALDES, PRES; VICTOR S VALDES, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, - RECONSIDERATION

15. FIRST CHOICE PAINTING & DRYWALL INC, MICHAEL PAUL HARTMAN, PRES; MICHAEL PAUL HARTMAN, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING), NEW APPLICATION

16. GABOR CUSTOM CARPET INC, GABOR OROSZ, PRES; GABOR OROSZ, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C20-TILING), NEW APPLICATION

17. HARBER HIGHWAY SERVICES, HARBER COMPANIES INC. DBA, JAMES BRIAN HARBER, PRES; JAMES BRIAN HARBER, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-5B-CONCRETE CUTTING), NEW APPLICATION

18. JOSEPHHS CONSTRUCTION SERVICE INC, JOSEPH MANUEL GOMEZ, PRES; JOSEPH MANUEL GOMEZ, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

19. OZZIE KRAFT ENT INC, KEVIN KRAFT, PRES, (C-1H,D-PIPES & VENTS FOR GAS; PLUMBING), NEW APPLICATION, REQUESTING WAIVER OF EXAM

20. OZZIE KRAFT ENT INC, KEVIN KRAFT, PRES, (C-5A-CONCRETE POURING), NEW APPLICATION, REQUESTING WAIVER OF EXAM

21. LONDON CONSTRUCTION LLC, TOPPER MACKAY, MG/ME; TOPPER MACKAY, (MG/ME/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

LAS VEGAS
NEW APPLICATIONS
MAY 9, 2001

22. MARINA LANDSCAPE INC, ROBERT B COWAN, PRES; ROBERT B COWAN, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

23. PAR GOLF CONSTRUCTION INC, CLINTON A STOVALL, PRES, (A-22 DESIGNATED FOR GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION), NEW APPLICATION

24. R & N EQUIPMENT RENTAL, ROBERT M LEY, OWN; ROBERT M LEY, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (A12-EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE), NEW APPLICATION

25. R C S S ENTERPRISES, RANDY C SCHWARTZ, PRES, (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING), NEW APPLICATION

26. RED ROCK ROOFING INC, ALAN CRAIG TILLERY, PRES, (C15A,D-ROOFING; WATERPROOFING), NEW APPLICATION

27. SCALICE ELECTRICAL INC, CHARLES RICHARD SCALICE, PRES, (C-2-ELECTRICAL
28. UNIVERSAL DOOR & TRIM INC, MICHAEL G ALEXANDER, PRES; MICHAEL G ALEXANDER, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-3-CARPENTRY), NEW APPLICATION

29. RICHARD W UNRUH, RICHARD W UNRUH, OWN; RICHARD W UNRUH, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C-3-CARPENTRY), NEW APPLICATION

30. VALLEY ORIENTAL LLC, YONG XIANG CIN, MG/ME; MING GUO, MG/ME; YONG XIANG CIN, (MG/ME/CMS/TRADE), (C21A,B-REFRIGERATION, AIR CONDITIONING), NEW APPLICATION

31. VIPOR HOMES UNLIMITED INC, ANDREW JOSEPH GRASSO III, PRES; BRENDA LEE GRASSO, (SE/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, - NAME SIMILARITY

32. WEYER CUSTOM HOMES, PAUL ALLEN WEYER, PART; ELEANOR MARLENE WEYER, PART; PAUL ALLEN WEYER, (PA/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

LAS VEGAS
LICENSE CHANGES
MAY 9, 2001

33. ALAMO ELECTRIC & FIRE ALARM INC, 49771, EDGARD TANOIS EL-SARGI, PRES; EDGARD TANOIS EL-SARGI, (PR/CMS); MAZIAO ABOULHOSN, VP/TRADE; (RESIGNED 01/22/2001), (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

34. ALLIED WEST CONSTRUCTION INC, 49422, , (C17A,E-LATHING; COATINGS OF STUCCO & CEMENT), OFFICER CHANGE

35. ALLIED WEST CONSTRUCTION INC, 49422, THOMAS R MOCKETT, PRES, (C17A,E-LATHING; COATINGS OF STUCCO & CEMENT), RAISE IN LIMIT

36. ARCO ELECTRIC, 35963, WILLIAM DEE CLARK, PART; ANTHONY EARL PASSINO, PART; JAMES LOYDE GRANT, PART; WILLIAM DEE CLARK, (PA/CMS/TRADE), (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

37. BRAVO UNDERGROUND INC, 43226, JOSE MANUEL LEDON, PRES; JOSE MANUEL LEDON, (PR/TRADE); ELIZABETH LEDON, (VP/CMS), (A12,19-EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE; PIPELINE & CONDUITS), BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION

38. BROADBENT & ASSOCIATES INC, 41780, ROBERT CURTIS BROADBENT, PRES; ROBERT CURTIS BROADBENT, (PR/CMS/TRA, (A12,13,15,19-EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE; WRECKING BUILDINGS; SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES; PIPELINE & CONDUITS), VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

39. CENTIMARK CORPORATION, 31314, EDWARD B DUNLAP, PRES; JOHN COLLINS, QE/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 10/31/2000), (C15A,D-ROOFING; WATERPROOFING), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

40. CENTRAL COATING COMPANY INC, 39778, JOHN P NOLAN, PRES; JOHN P NOLAN, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C15A-ROOFING), BOND CANCELLATION
41. COFFMAN EARTHWORKS LLC, 50662, COFFMAN EXCAVATION INC, MEMBER; CARL COFFMAN, MANAGER; ROY BALES, QE/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 04/12/2001), (A12,19A-EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE; PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER), 60 DAY EXTENSION

42. EL SALVADOR CONCRETE, 48034, FELIPE A UMANA, OWN; FELIPE A UMANA, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C-5A-CONCRETE POURING), F/S ON RENEWAL

43. EXECUTIVE LANDSCAPE DESIGNS, 37809, RONALD LEE PETRONI, PRES, (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), RAISE IN LIMIT

44. GAMMA ELECTRIC, 35434, HENRY KENT II ARRIEN, PART; ALBERT WAYNE PADILLA, PART, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), RAISE IN LIMIT

45. INTEGRITY POOLS INC, 41217, LARRY ALAN SCHERR, PRES; ARVID LUCKY BESSENT, SCTR; LARRY ALAN SCHERR, (PR/TRADE); ARVID LUCKY BESSENT, (ST/CMS), (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER, CMS ONLY

LAS VEGAS
LICENSE CHANGES
MAY 9, 2001

46. J V CONSTRUCTION, 48247, JOSE VICTOR VAZQUEZ, OWN, (A12-EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE), RAISE IN LIMIT

47. KELLER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, 21243, FERRIS JONES KELLER, PRES; STERLING DANIEL HILL, (ST/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), BOND CANCELLATION

48. LANDSCAPE SERVICES INC, 49289, BRADLEY STUART MISHLOVE, PRES; BERTRAM RONALD SHORT, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

49. M & H BUILDING SPECIALTIES INC, 41010, FRANK EUGENE MARTIN, PRES; THOMAS GERARD PFUNDSTEIN, QE/CMS/TR; (TERMINATED 04/12/2001), (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING), 90 DAY EXTENSION

50. M Y S DRYWALL & ACOUSTICS INC, 23626, MICHAEL JOSEPH CLARK, PRES; MICHAEL JOSEPH CLARK, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING), BOND CANCELLATION

51. MASTEC NORTH AMERICA INC, 51261, JOEL THOMAS CITRON, PRES; MICHAEL J COTTON, (QE/CMS/TRADE); (RESIGNED 04/30/2001), (A12-EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

52. MESQUITE REFRIGERATION AND A/C INC, 48610, GEORGE JAMES JACKSON, PRES; GEORGE JAMES JACKSON, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING), F/S REVIEW REMOVAL OF, INDEMNIFICATION

53. PAUL MOORES SAND AND GRAVEL INC, 44148, PAMELA LOUISE MOORE, TREAS; RACHEL LAVERNE MOORE, (SECT/CMS); PAUL VERNON MOORE, (PRES/TRADE); (DECEASED 01/28/2001), (A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

54. PAUL MOORES SAND AND GRAVEL INC, 44148, PAUL MOORE, PR/TRADE,
(A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING), OFFICER CHANGE

55. ARNOLD MYERS CONSTRUCTION, 45924, ARNOLD HARRY MYERS, OWN; ARNOLD HARRY MYERS, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

56. PETERSON CONSTRUCTION & CONSULTING, 41332, WALLACE ALBIN PETERSON, OWN; WALLACE ALBIN PETERSON, (OW/CMS/TRAD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), BOND CANCELLATION

57. PRIME GRADING & PAVING, 45403, JERRY WAYNE MIDGETT, PRES; RAYMOND W PARTIN, (ST/CMS/TRADE), (A8,12,16-SEAL/STRIPE ASPHALTIC SURFACES; EXCAVATE GRADE TRENCH SURFACE; PAVING STREETS, DRIVEWAYS, LOTS), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER, -REQUESTING TO REMOVE A-16 CLASSIFICATION

LAS VEGAS LICENSE CHANGES
MAY 9, 2001

58. S E C COMMUNICATIONS, NO TIME INC, 49854, DONNA JO STEWART, PRES; DENNIS MORGAN, QE/CMS/TRADE; (RESIGNED 11/20/2000), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), 90 DAY EXTENSION

59. S O S MAINTENANCE INC, 49231, JOSEPH WILLIAM YAKUBIK, PRES; JOSEPH WILLIAM YAKUBIK, PRES/CMS; DAVID REYNOLDS, QE/TRADE; (RESIGNED 08/31/2000), (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

60. SUMMIT FIRE PROTECTION INC, 33380, DEBORAH ABADIE, PRES; KENNETH WADE DOTSON, (QE/CMS/TRADE), (C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS), ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

61. TRIAD WESTERN CONSTRUCTORS INC, 46052, TERRY RAIFF GORSUCH, PRES, (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), RAISE IN LIMIT

62. TRUGREEN LANDCARE OF NEVADA LLC, 51032, DONALD K KARNES, PRES, (C10A,B-LANDSCAPING; LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION), RAISE IN LIMIT

63. VALUE FENCE INC, 33439A, CHARLES WILFRED SNELL, PRES, (A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS), RAISE IN LIMIT

64. RAY WILSON CO, 39639, DAN PENN, PRES; DUANE F BARRINGER, (QE/CMS/TRADE); (RESIGNED 04/26/2001), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), 90 DAY EXTENSION

65. RAY WILSON CO, 41682, DAN PENN, PRES; DUANE F BARRINGER, (QE/CMS/TRADE); (RESIGNED 04/26/2001), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), 90 DAY EXTENSION

66. *WISER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY CO, 35924, PATRICIA LEWIS, MEMBER; AARON ARTHUR LEWIS, MEMBER; ADAM RONALD LEWIS, MEMBER; PAUL RONAL LEWIS, MEMBER/CMS/TRADE; (DECEASED 02/19/2001), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), CHANGE IN QUALIFIER

67. WISER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, 35924, PATRICIA LEWIS, MEMBER, (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), OFFICER CHANGE
68. BALL ELECTRIC, VINCENT CRAIG BALL, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, BOARD DECISION

69. BEHL HOME CONSTRUCTION LLC, ROBERT JOHN BEHL, MEMBER; ROBERT JOHN BEHL, ME/CMS/TRD, (B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION, DETERMINATION OF EXPERIENCE / BOARD DECISION

70. COMMERCIAL GLASS, ECHEVERRIA INC, DBA, 49645, PATRICK MATEO ECHEVERRIA, (PR/CMS/TR; PRICE DOUGLAS MONTROSE, (QE/CMS/TRAD, (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING), FS ON RENEWAL, BOARD DECISION

71. DESIGN BY KIRK, 41949, KIRK DAVID BRIDGEWATER, (OW/CMS/TRAD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), REQUEST FOR LATE RENEWAL, BOARD DECISION

72. HIGH CREST PLUMBING AND HEATING, 48466, DERRICK SEAN SCOTT, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING), FS ON RENEWAL, BOARD DECISION

73. HUBER - HUNT & NICHOLS INC, 7543, MICHAEL DELANO KERR, PRES; DAN EDWARD MUEHLENBEIN, (QE/CMS/TRD), (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NAME CHANGE, BOARD DECISION

74. M & S BUILDERS, KENNETH ROBERT GEARHART, (OW/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY BOARD DECISION

75. METAL DECK SPECIALISTS INC, 47642, JAN TORBJORN BORJESON, (PR/CMS/TRADE, (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL), NAME CHANGE, BOARD DECISION

76. W C I LLC, KENT H WHITEHEAD, (MG/CMS/TRADE), (C40-FIBERGLASS REINFORCED GYPSUM, PLASTICS & PLASTER FOR ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES, MOLDINGS, PARTITIONS, WALL PANELS & DOMES), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY - BOARD DETERMINATION ON CLASS

RENO
NEW APPLICATIONS
MAY 9, 2001

77. ADEPT PAINTING, KHANH DOU NGUYEN, OWN; KHANH DOU NGUYEN, OWNER/CMS/TRD, (C-4A-PAINTING), NEW APPLICATION

78. ADOBE MASONRY INC, JEFFREY V DEL GUDICE, PRES; JEFFREY V DEL GUDICE, PRES/CMS/TRD, (C18-MASONRY), NEW APPLICATION

79. STEPHEN BURTON, STEPHEN CONRAD BURTON, OW/CMS/TRADE, (A22-FLOATING MARINE DOCKS), NEW APPLICATION

80. C P C & ASSOCIATES INC, SAM ALFRED CANIGLIA, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), NEW APPLICATION, REQUESTING WAIVER OF CMS EXAM
81. CANNING CONSTRUCTION GROUP INC, JEFFREY BRYAN CANNING, PRES/CMS/TRD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

82. DIVA CONSTRUCTION CO, LAURA HOFSTATTER, PRES/TREAS; DANIEL J KELLY, VP/SECT, (B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

83. ECO SERVICES INC., KENNETH WAYNE KRAMER, PRES/CMS/TRD, (A22-INSTALLATION OF UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK CONVEYANCE PIPING), NEW APPLICATION, CLASSIFICATION DETERMINATION

84. EDSTROM CONSTRUCTION INC, LINDA A EDSTROM, PRES; DELBERT H EDSTROM, (SE/CMS/TRADE), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NEW APPLICATION

85. ELECTREND INC, BRIAN ADRAIN POOL, PRES; DENISE ANN GORICCHAR, V. PRES.; BRIAN ADRAIN POOL, PRES/CMS/TRD, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

86. FUQUAY CONSTRUCTION, JOEL DANIEL FUQUAY, MEMBER; JOEL DANIEL FUQUAY, ME/CSM/TRD, (A7,9,12,19B-EXCAVATING & GRADING; PIERS & FOUNDATIONS, EXCAVATING, GRADING, TRENCHING & SURFACING PIPELINES & CONDUITS (GAS)), NEW APPLICATION, RECONSIDERATION

87. GRAYCOR INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTORS INC, KENNETH ALAN ISAACS, PRES; STEPHEN FRANCIS JASEN, QE/CMS/TRADE, (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NEW APPLICATION, REQUESTING WAIVER OF 30 DAY REQUIREMENT

88. HOGLE CONSTRUCTION, GREGORY EARL HOGLE, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

89. BERT L HOWE CONSTRUCTION, BERT L HOWE, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

90. JENAMAR LANDSCAPING LLC, MICHAEL FLOYD HARRIS, (MG/CMS/TRADE), (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION

RENO
NEW APPLICATIONS
MAY 9, 2001

91. JENAMAR LANDSCAPING LLC, MICHAEL FLOYD HARRIS, MEMBER/MANAGER; STEVEN NEAL ROBERTS, (ME/CMS/TRADE), (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING), NEW APPLICATION

92. KORTE COMPANY (THE), TODD JAY KORTE, PRES; JAY RALPH KORTE, QE/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), NEW APPLICATION

93. LOUISIANA CHEMICAL DISMANTLING CO INC, JAY A SCHWALL, PRES/CMS/TRD, (A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS), NEW APPLICATION

94. QUALITY ELECTRICAL SERVICE, DARYL LEE NEUSCHWANDER, OWNER/CMS/TR, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

95. R L H FIRE PROTECTION, TERRY ALLEN SLOAN, PRES/CMS/TRD, (C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS), NEW APPLICATION
96. STEVEN N ROBERTS, STEVEN NEAL ROBERTS, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C-3-CARPENTRY), NEW APPLICATION

97. SIERRA DISPLAY FIXTURES INC, ROBERT D. AMSTER, VP; DAVID A HARTMAN, PRES/CMS/TRD, (C-3C-CABINETS & MILLWORK), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

98. VIC PROGRESSIVE DIAMOND DRILLING INC, VIATEUR PIERRE FOURNIER, CEO; IAN RICHARD FOURNIER, (VP/CMS/TRADE), (A5-DIAMOND & CORE DRILLING), NEW APPLICATION

99. VOLTAGE ELECTRIC INC, BRIAN GEORGE JENSEN, PRES; BRIAN GEORGE JENSEN, PRES/CMS/TRD, (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING), NEW APPLICATION, NAME SIMILARITY

RENO LICENSE CHANGES
MAY 9, 2001

100. ADOBE MASONRY, 47864, JEFFREY VERNON DELGIUDICE, (OW/CMS/T, (C18-MASONRY), FS ON RENEWAL

101. JOHN F AHERN, 14312, JOHN FRANCIS AHERN, (OW/CMS/TRD), (B-GENERAL BUILDING), RAISE IN LIMIT

102. ALISON BUILDING COMPANY LTD, 38887, MARTIN RODERICK ALISON, (ME/CMS/TRAD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

103. ARYA CONSTRUCTION CO, 39843, HOOSHANG AZARBIN, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

104. ASSAP APPLIANCE, 42550, BRYAN RUSSEL WATSON, (PA/CMS/TRADE), (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING), RAISE IN LIMIT

105. COMPLETE MILLWORK SERVICES INC, 48229, DAVID R BECHER, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-3C-CABINETS & MILLWORK), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT

106. JOHN S CORDA CONSTRUCTION, 32567, JOHN STEVEN CORDA, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), ONE TIME RAISE IN LIMIT, RECONSIDERATION

107. DUCKETT AIR CONDITIONING, 38697, JOHN WILEY DUCKETT, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING), RAISE IN LIMIT

108. GREAT BASIN GLASS INC, 45070, BILL RAY DAVIS, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING), RAISE IN LIMIT

109. KALU GLASS COMPANY INC, 47347, CARL H SEYFER, PRES; STEPHEN M EDWARDS, (VP/CMS/TRADE), (C-8A,B,C-GLAZING; WINDOW WALL; STORE FRONTS), FS ON RENEWAL

110. LAS VEGAS DEMOLITION, ROTATING TECHNOLOGY INC, DBA, 32796, DANIEL RAYMOND PARIPOVICH, (PR/CMS/T, (A13,22-WRECKING BUILDINGS; REMOVAL OF UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS), SUSPENSION FOR LACK OF BOND
111. LAYTONVILLE TILE & MARBLE, 49843, ROBERT K EVERETT, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C20-TILING), RAISE IN LIMIT

112. LEVY CONCRETE, 47991, JOE JOHN GAUDREAULT, (OW/CMS/TRADE), (C-5A-CONCRETE POURING), FS ON RENEWAL

113. JIM MCCALEB GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR, 26591, JAMES RICHARD MCCALEB, (OW/CMS/TRADE, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

114. MUSTANG ALARM SERVICES INC, 48169, RICHARD G RICH, (PR/CMS/TRADE), (C-2C,D,E-FIRE DETECTION; AMPLIFYING SYSTEMS; SIGNAL SYSTEMS), RAISE IN LIMIT
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115. RAFFERY CONSTRUCTION INC, 38712, JOHN JOSEPH RAFFERY III, (PR/CMS/TRA, (B2,RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION

116. RAFFERY CONSTRUCTION INC, 38712, JOHN JOSEPH RAFFERY III, (PR/CMS/TRA, (B2,RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT

117. RENO FORKLIFT INC, 21941, GEORGE ARNOLD PIMPL, (PR/TRADE); PATRICIA RUTH PIMPL, (SE/CMS), (C26B-BUILD ACCESSORIES/SPECIALTIES), RAISE IN LIMIT

118. RENO FORKLIFT INC, 21942, GEORGE ARNOLD PIMPL, (PR/TRADE); PATRICIA RUTH PIMPL, (SE/CMS), (C-7B-ESCALATOR & CONVEYOR), RAISE IN LIMIT

119. SIERRA AIR INC, 24522, RONALD L FORD, QO/CMS/TRD, (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING), FS ON RENEWAL

120. WHITMYER CONSTRUCTION INC, 36741A, JEFFREY SCOTT WHITMYER, (PR/CMS/TRAD, (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL), RAISE IN LIMIT